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Debut voyage from Southampton of world’s largest cruise ship, Harmony of the Seas
MAY 20 saw the pre-inaugural launch of Royal Caribbean International’s (RCI) latest member of its fleet, the world’s largest
cruise ship, The Harmony of the Seas.
Following 32 months of construction, the ship becomes the 25th ship in the fleet, measuring 362m and encompassing

226,963 gross registered tons. Other notable statistics of the ship, which cost $1.5billion to build, include 18 decks, 2,747
staterooms, 23 swimming pools, 42 bars and lounges, 10,587 plants and more than 500,000 individual parts. 
Michael Bayley, president and CEO of the line, said: “From thrilling onboard activities and experiences to visiting 

awe-inspiring destinations across the Mediterranean and the Caribbean, Harmony places
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Marking a decade…
ATTRACTION WORLD recently celebrated its 10th birthday party at a special private event, held at Marco Pierre White’s on the 25th floor of
The Cube in Birmingham. The company marked the occasion by inviting 50 key agent partners, head office and media contacts who had
been instrumental in the company’s success over the past ten years. Pictured getting ready to let their hair down are, from the left: Rachael
Belshaw and Nicola Harper from Attraction World; Louise Winter, Midcounties; and Nicky Yates and Zoe Holt, Attraction World. 
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ACKNOWLEDGING THE huge impact mobile has had on the
travel industry, Oliver Yeates and Sam Gadsby from Clicky
Media offered delegates at last week’s The Global Travel
Group (TGTG) conference in Dubai, an insight into how our
daily devices are dramatically changing consumers’ holiday
booking habits.
With 12.5% of online travel sales conducted on mobile

devices last year, the duo were keen to point out that the
platforms and channels people use to plan and inspire
themselves to book holidays is substantial, with inspiration
coming via various sources and the standard ‘search for 
a holiday-click-book’ journey has changed. 
Introducing the phrase ‘micro-moments’, a Google term

which relates to our everyday interactions online, Gadsby

said: “The most exciting thing is that some of the biggest
opportunities are in the smallest moments. There are lots of
different moments where we can attract and influence
someone's decision to book.”
Illustrating the kinds of micro-moments that can be

experienced over a two-month period before a holiday
booking, the data collated by the company suggests that
travel is emotionally based and not located to one period of
time, with numerous influential factors at play that could
influence a decision. 
Interaction on mobile was continuous throughout this

period, and worked as an enabler for the amount of time
spent and for many interactions. 
The team also urged agents to consider that delivery of

the right message at the right time is key as, at a certain
point, the consumer is going to want further information
that is specifically tailored to them. Gadsby said: “All of
this is intrinsically linked with the High Street. Don't forget
that it’s not all online, people will look locally to try and
find this on mobile devices and web interaction can still
drive their footfall.”
Top tips suggested to agents to facilitate this included:
• Try to anticipate the traveller’s actions - from initial idea

to booking the possible interaction points, and make sure
you are there to help consumers with this process 
• Be helpful and empower the consumer, as they expect

useful resources and websites with the offers and answers
they're looking for. Failure to anticipate and answer these
questions can have them looking and booking elsewhere
•Consumers are not prepared to wait for information, so

information must be delivered as quickly as possible and
agents must ensure that websites work on mobile devices
• Be visual and include video content on sites – a useful

reaffirming tool that 50% of travellers engage with before
they book their holiday

www.travelbulletin.co.ukJune 3 20164
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COOL AS ICE...Bristol Airport reached a major milestone last
month, with more than seven million passengers using the airport
in a 12-month period for the first time in its history. Scheduled
and charter airlines contributed to the rise, taking the total
number of destinations served to 116, including 16 capital cities.
Pictured marking the occasion with an ice-cream are the airport's
Craig Clark (left) and James Power (right) with five-year old
passenger, Dakota aged five. 

guests at the forefront and encourages them to create their own adventures onboard and at every destination.” 
The latest addition to the family combines the distinct seven-neighborhood concept that Royal Caribbean’s Oasis class of

ships are known for with a line-up of modern and groundbreaking vacation amenities. 
Innovative features include The Ultimate Abyss, the tallest slide at sea with a ten-storey plunge; robot bartenders at The

Bionic Bar, powered by Makr Shakr; virtual balconies with real-time views of the destination; and VOOM – the fastest
internet at sea – so that guests can share their adventures with family and friends back at home.
Harmony of the Seas will homeport in Barcelona, Spain and embark on the first of 34 seven-night sailings in the western

Mediterranean on June 7.
In November, she will arrive at her homeport of Port Everglades, Fort Lauderdale, where she will offer seven-night

Eastern and Western Caribbean sailings. 
Meanwhile, the line has revealed a 90-second extreme film, designed to give passengers the ultimate virtual tour of the

ship. It features London-based freerunning champion Pip Andersen, and has been shot to showcase the very best that the
ship has to offer.
The line has also announced a seven-year deal with the port of Southampton, worth £200million to the local economy.

The deal secures Southampton’s City Cruise Terminal as the official UK home of Royal Caribbean International and secures
£5.5million’s worth of investment from the holiday company. The investment has so far enabled Associated British Ports
(ABP), owner and operator of the Southampton port, to prepare the terminal for a new generation of ships heralded by the
arrival of Harmony of the Seas. 
The improvements made to the terminal have been designed to enhance the embarkation experiences for both

passenger and crew.  New paperless check-in for passengers and a kerb-to-gangway processing of only ten minutes
makes it the fastest route from home-to-international holiday for holidaymakers.
Other upgrades include improvement to layout and security screening areas, free Wi-Fi throughout the terminal, step-

free-access to ships up to Royal Caribbean’s Quantum Class, as well as the addition of digital signage and ‘wow walls’ to
build excitement as guests check-in. New air-conditioning has been installed throughout the terminal and port staff will
welcome improved logistics enabling the port to handle up to 500 tonnes of stores.
For details see royalcaribbean.co.uk or call 0844-493 4005.

continued from previous page

It only takes a micro-moment: Clicky Media talks mobile at TGTG conference
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AIRPORT PARKING and Hotels (APH) has
created a guide comparing tickets and
facilities at the world’s top theme parks to
help thrill seekers budget for their adventures. 

The research compares ticket prices,
annual passes and VIP packages for adults,
children and senior citizens at 20 of the
world’s most popular theme parks,
including those in the US, China, Japan,
Paris and the UK. It also compares the
number of roller coasters, children’s
attractions and water rides offered at each
theme park.

When it comes to ticket prices, eight of
the theme parks researched offer
discounted prices for senior visitors, such
as Europa Park in Germany and Tokyo
Disneyland. Senior tickets are offered at a
reduced rate compared to a standard adult
ticket and in certain theme parks, such as
Chimelong Ocean Kingdom in China and

South Korea’s Lotte World, the cost is the
same as a child’s ticket. To qualify for a
senior ticket, visitors must be aged over 60
at Alton Towers but aged over 65 at Hong
Kong Disneyland.

For younger visitors, child ticket prices
vary from £17 for a day ticket at Ocean Park
in Hong Kong to £305 for a 21-day ticket at
the Walt Disney World theme parks in the
USA. The three-week ticket includes
entrance to Epcot, Magic Kingdom and
Animal Kingdom. By purchasing a 21-day
ticket, visitors can enjoy better value for
money than by purchasing several
individual day tickets. Adult ticket prices
vary from £28 for a day ticket at Lotte World
in South Korea to £325 for a 21-day ticket at
USA’s Walt Disney World theme parks.
The research is available in the Know Before
You Go section of the website at
aph.com/themeparktickets

newsbulletin

TORONTO TAKE-OFF...Air Canada rouge marked the launch of its daily non-stop Gatwick-Toronto
service at a ribbon-cutting ceremony at Gatwick. Pictured with Air Canada rouge crew are, from the
left: (back row) Guy Stephenson, Gatwick Airport; Stephen Gerrard, Air Canada; Alan H. Kessel, deputy
high commissioner of Canada to the United Kingdom; and Margaret Skinner, Air Canada.

Arundel Castle showcases ancient revelries this summer 
ARUNDEL CASTLE in West Sussex is giving visitors the chance to take part in ancient
revelries during lively Living History Days this summer. 

The next event takes place on August 9 and invites junior visitors to immerse themselves
in the history of Arundel through a number of fun and engaging activities including have-a-
go archery and have-a-go fencing.

Visitors will be also be able to try their hand at medieval skittles during the Living
History Days, with a full scale medieval skittle alley installed on the upper grounds of 
the castle. 

As well as experiencing historical pastimes, visitors will come face to face with a host of
characters from years gone by including a Norman Knight and a Medieval surgeon.

For keen history fans, the events will offer the opportunity to try on replica armour,
witness a range of different crafts from the past including naal binding, a medieval form of
knitting, learn the art of medieval writing and enjoy falconry showcases.  
For further information see arundelcastle.org

APH compares tickets & facilities at top theme parks 

Uganda Tourism
announces UK

marketing launch
UGANDA TOURISM has
launched its debut
marketing campaign in the
UK & Ireland. Represented
by UK-based marketing
agency, Kamageo, Uganda
is looking to promote its
key tourism products to
increase the number of
visitors from key markets
in recognition of the
potential that tourism can
bring to its economy.

Stephen Asiimwe, the
CEO of the Uganda Tourism
Board (UTB), said: "For the
first time ever, Uganda will
have public relations and
marketing representatives
in our three major source
markets - North America,
Ireland & UK and German
speaking Europe." 

Tim Henshall,
Kamageo’s MD, added: “As
well as its world-famous
mountain gorillas, the
country has a wealth of
national parks, an
abundance of wildlife,
incredible lakes and
waterways including the
Nile, truly outstanding
birding and a wide range of
adventure activities. You
can make it ‘Your 
Uganda’ by choosing what
matches your personal
dreams.”

‘Your Uganda’ will be the
country’s consumer
campaign in the UK and
Ireland encouraging
tourists to discover their
very own Uganda. This
campaign has launched
with a national TV
sponsorship on National
Geographic Wild for a four-
week period focusing on
Uganda’s wildlife
experiences.  
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FIRST CLASS...SuperBreak recently teamed up with Virgin
Trains to take a group of TCCT agents to Chester for the day,
travelling by First Class. The agents enjoyed a range of
activities including a show round of the Queens Hotel and a
visit to Chester Zoo. Pictured enjoying the scenery are Sarah
Ashmore-Clarke (left) from Thomas Cook in Grays and Lesley
Powell from Thomas Cook in Chingford. 

New agent initiatives launched at CLIA’s tenth anniversary conference
TWO NEW CLIA travel agent initiatives, designed to help boost cruise sales, were unveiled at the 10th anniversary CLIA
Conference, held in Southampton.
‘MYCLIA Clubs’ will help agents who have a specific interest in growing their sales in a specific cruise sector. Agents

will have a choice of one of five clubs on cruiseexperts.org – river, ultra-luxury, contemporary, discovery and premium –
and this will provide access to a special area of the website with dedicated communications and information relating to
that cruise sector.  
With learning a crucial element of successful selling, particularly in the fast moving cruise industry, the CLIA

‘Training Crusade’ will set a challenge for travel agents to undertake an additional 30 minutes of study a week – which
equates to just six more minutes of training each day - as research from the UK Commission for Employment and
Skills shows a 50% improvement in performance for those who take on training.   
Addressing delegates, Andy Harmer, VP operations CLIA Europe, said: “It’s great news that the popularity of cruise

holidays continues to grow, however finding specific information about one area is becoming more challenging. MYCLIA
Clubs will help in providing detailed sector information, including ships, destinations, itineraries and facilities, to those
agents wishing to specialise.
“Ten years ago CLIA offered no online training, but last year 38,000 online courses were completed by member travel

agents and more than 2,100 attended CLIA events. This additional knowledge will have contributed to the 67% increase
in the number of British passengers taking a cruise holiday since 2005. Training Crusade will challenge agents to
become more informed which will lead to increased sales. And I strongly believe that with the great ‘can do’ attitude
shown by our CLIA members, anything is possible.”

Sunspot Tours issues special
anniversary brochure edition 

� THE BALTIC MARINE Environment Protection Commission
(HELCOM) and Cruise Lines International Association (CLIA)
held a joint workshop on the cruise industry and the Baltic
Sea. Organised in the framework of the European Maritime
Day, which is being celebrated in Turku (Finland) this week,
the workshop on “Effective solutions for responsible
growth” gave participants the chance to discuss a range of
issues regarding the cruise industry’s future in the Baltic.

� HRS – GLOBAL HOTEL Solutions, Buying Business Travel and
the Institute of Travel & Meetings (ITM) will be hosting the
UK’s inaugural Corporate Travel Forum on June 9 in London.
The event is open exclusively to Corporate Travel Buyers
and Procurement Professionals and will focus solely on the
hotel category. Keynote speakers include serial
entrepreneur Ellis Watson; Tobias Ragge, CEO of HRS –
Global Hotel Solutions; Paul Wait, CEO of GTMC; Rod
Richardson, Wellcome Trust; and Geoff Allwright, 
Airbus Group.

� RIU HOTELS & RESORTS has launched a new website for
members of its Riu Class loyalty programme.

� EUROPEAN WATERWAYS is offering summer savings of up to
£1,200 per person and £7,500 per full-boat charters. Cabin specials
are based on double occupancy and all specials must be booked by
June 20 to qualify. For details see gobarging.com or 
call 01753-598555.

�  The Latin American Travel Association (LATA) has announced the
return of exclusive by-invitation-only event Experience Latin
America 2016. From June 6 to 8, Latin America suppliers and
buyers from the UK, Europe and Latin America will come together
at the CCT Venues in Canary Wharf, London. Details at
experiencelatinamerica.co.uk 

�  CRUISE & MARITIMEVoyages (CMV) has introduced a new offer
where agents can now pre-book a fixed price cab or executive car
online for their clients to/from any UK cruise port. The new service
is available following a new partnership agreement with
minicabit, and gives passengers the opportunity to compare
quotes from more than 800 cab firms across the UK.

TO CELEBRATE more than 35 years of creating experiences to
the Maltese Islands, Sunspot Tours has released an
anniversary edition of its Malta and Gozo brochure.
The company's national sales manager, Richard Greenaway,

said: "As leading specialists of the islands, we have continued
to strive for unbeatable prices, exclusive long stay offers and
single traveller deals on thousands of holidays. This year we
have also decided to incorporate ‘taster pages’ packed with
destinations including Cyprus, Algarve & Madeira. 
"We have recently conducted research and have discovered

that the consumer typically searches for packages by board
basis and destination. We have therefore redesigned our
brochure format, now categorised by an innovative board
basis style. With a vintage theme throughout, the brochure
will attract your clients and stand out from competitors.
Agents can order the anniversary edition pack from mid-June
on TradeGate."
As examples, a seven-night, self-catering stay at the three-

star Blubay Hotel Apartments costs from £285 per person,
while a seven-night, all-inclusive stay at the four-star Seashells
Resort at Suncrest Hotel leads in at £399.  
For details see sunspottours.com
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New Easter Island private tour experience from On The Go Tours
ON THE GO Tours has launched a new private tour to UNESCO World Heritage Site, Easter Island. The five-day tour
encompasses the island’s iconic highlights, including its mysterious stone Moai statues and, as a private tour, local guides
are on hand during the scheduled sightseeing excursions, to offer an expert insight.  

The Easter Island Explorer itinerary allows explorers to experience the culture and history of one of the world’s most
remote islands; starting and finishing in Hanga Roa, the tour takes in all four corners of the island, from Anakena in the
north and Ahu Tongariki in the east to Ahu Akahanga in the south and Orongo in the west. The tour also allows plenty of
free time for independent exploration. Prices start from £869 per person including four nights' three-star accommodation
with breakfast, one lunch, three full day excursions and transfers. 
For details see onthegotours.com or call 020-7371 1113. 

With a soft opening scheduled for June 2016, Dusit International is offering a chic mountain escape two hours from bustling Bangkok in the form
of the Dusit D2 Khao Yai. Taking its cues from the surrounding natural landscape, the boutique hotel offers a stylish take on the modern-rustic
theme and is located a few minutes’ drive from the Khao Yai National Park, a UNESCO World Heritage Site, and award-winning local wineries.

newsbulletin
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�  Win a five night stay at The Crane Resort in
Barbados, PLUS up to £250 Love2Shop vouchers 

�  Win a two-night B&B stay for two people, to
Innsbruck in Austria. 

� Win up to £100 worth of Amazon vouchers,
courtesy of Simply Sweden.

�  A two-night stay in Cancun for two people can be
won, courtesy of Breathless Riviera Cancun
Resort & Spa

Visit travelbulletin.co.uk/competitions for details
on the above competitions

www.travelbulletin.co.uk

AMAWATERWAYS, IN partnership with Fred.\ River Cruises, has launched the first edition of its 2017 European preview
brochure with savings of up to £560 per person on bookings made by July 31, based on a seven-night itinerary.
The brochure features 17 different European itineraries and offers travellers more opportunities to sail the Rhine and

Danube on one of its twin-balcony ships, as well as a chance to try their newest river cruise in Bordeaux. 
Following the decision by AmaWaterways to open its own UK office from September 1, Fred.\ River Cruises, which

operates under the Fred. Olsen Travel umbrella will continue to represent the company in the UK until this date, at
which stage they will operate as a preferred partner.
A seven-night Melodies of the Danube sailing on AmaSerena, leads in at £1,499 per person including flights,

transfers, all meals (with wine, beer and soft drinks at lunch and dinner), complimentary daily tours and excursions.
For more information visit fredrivercruises.co.uk/amawaterways or call 0808-256 8422.

June 3 20168
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PRICES FOR A seven-night honeymoon stay at the five-star
Aldemar Knossos Royal Villas in Crete lead in at £1,557 per
person with Planet Holidays including flights, private transfers
and breakfast accommodation in a Junior Royal Villa. The property
offers a total of 40 luxury villas located on the beach and couples
can now benefit from new services such as in-villa treatments, a
private beach and free Wi-Fi access in all the villas and public
areas. For details see aldemar-resorts.gr/EN or to book call
01438-841270 or see planet-holidays.co.uk

NEILSON HAS launched a new
dedicated online booking site,
providing UK travel agents with the
tools to promote and sell its holidays.
The new booking system features a

contemporary and user-friendly
design, enabling agents to easily
search and book Neilson Beachclubs,
ski packages and flotilla holidays
(seven- or 14-night stays) without
having to contact the sales centre.
The new portal has been specifically
designed to facilitate speedy and
efficient sales. Agents will also be

able to streamline the client
consultation process with an easy to
refine search tool, allowing searches
to be tailored according to departure
date, duration, star rating and 
board basis.
The booking site features more

extensive product information than
currently available on Viewdata,
including a handy synopsis of the
available properties with images, full
flight information as well as
information on instant availability and
live pricing. Agents will also have

more control over individual bookings,
with intuitive features to allow
changes to existing bookings-
including cancellations- as well as
the option to add or remove 
extras (including ski packs) and
special requests. 
A live-chat feature allows agents to

speak with a member of the sales
team in real time should they have
any additional questions or queries
during the sales process.
For details see
https://agents.neilson.co.uk    

Dedicated AmaWaterways’ 2017 brochure from Fred.\ River Cruises

Neilson launches dedicated website for agents to search and book with ease
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Atlantis Paradise Island Resort and the NassauParadise Island Promotions Board (NPIPB) haveextended their double cash rewards offer. Agents cannow earn double cash rewards of up to £40 per bookinguntil July 31. The resort is also offering savings of up to20% across all room types for bookings made by July 31for stays until December 31. In addition, all bookings ofthree nights or more will receive an Atlantis Wine & Dine Pass – offering US$150 worth ofcomplimentary food and beverage inclusions per room.For details see atlantisbahamasrewards.com

Booking incentives
If Only…has partnered with Emirates and
Maritim hotels in Mauritius in a new
Romance Campaign (weddings, renewal of
vows and honeymoons) that runs until
Thursday June 30. A total of 800 UK travel
agencies are each being supplied with large
double sided window posters promoting the
benefits of a Mauritius wedding, vow renewal
ceremony or honeymoon. Agents are also
being supported with e-shot templates for
clients, downloadable offers with regional
airport departures and in-store training.
During the campaign, agents will have the
chance to win £300 of luxury Samsonite
luggage: a £200 Samsonite voucher through 
a prize draw based on qualifying bookings
that include Maritim Resorts and/or
Emirates flights to Mauritius and a £100
Samsonite voucher prize for the winner of If
Only…’s online ‘romance’ quiz.

Travel 2 is giving agents the chance to win 
a designer suitcase worth up to £250. For 
a chance to win, agents need to make 
a qualifying Florida booking including flights
and a minimum of five nights’ ground
arrangements before June 10.

After their recent holiday at Hard Rock
Hotel Riviera Maya, TOWIE's Tommy and
Georgia are giving agents the opportunity to
win an item from their own collections. For 
a chance to win, agents should book clients to
either Hard Rock Hotel Cancun, Hard Rock
Hotel Riviera Maya or Hard Rock Hotel &
Casino Punta Cana and register the bookings
by June 30 by sending an email to
uksales@hrhaic.com

agentbulletin

June 3 2016

Agent offer
Touchdown is running an offer with Malaysia

Airlines for agents to promote to clients.

Economy Class fares lead in at £249 return

including taxes direct to Kuala Lumpur and

beyond. The company also has deals on hotels

throughout Malaysia. For details see

touchdown.co.uk or call 01293-425000.

Fancy a fam?
Travel 2 is giving nine agents the chance to win
a place on a Mauritius fam trip as part of its
latest campaign – ‘Experience the real

Mauritius’ by teaming up with the Mauritius
Tourist Board and British Airways. To enter

the prize draw, agents need to make 
a qualifying booking that includes five nights’
accommodation in Mauritius and flights with

British Airways by August 31. 
For details see travel2.com
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FIVE NEWLY refurbished
trains decorated with
scenes from The Palace of
Versailles are now in
operation on the RER C line
linking Paris with Louis
XIV’s iconic palace. 
Building on the success

of the Versailles-themed
trains which first ran in
2012, SNCF Transilien, STIF
and the Palace, Museum
and National Estate of
Versailles have joined
forces to create carriages
featuring scenes from the French Baroque
masterpiece.
The scenes chosen for these Versailles

trains capture the opulence of the Palace.
Adapted to the layout of the trains, they
have been streamlined to complement a
new colourful and vibrant interior design,
giving passengers an entirely new
perspective inside each carriage.
The new trains recreate the world-

famous Hall of Mirrors and Hall of Battles,
as well as the less familiar parts of the
Palace such as the Queen’s Room in the

Petit Trianon, the Belvedere on Marie-
Antoinette’s Estate, the peristyle (or
columned courtyard) of the Grand Trianon,
and Louis XVI’s library. 
The trompe-l’œil scenes were selected by

Paris region commuters in 2009 in a poll
marking the 30th anniversary of the RER C
regional rail line.
Every day the five Versailles trains will

stop at the 36 stations on the RER C line,
which runs through five French
départements: Paris, Hauts-de-Seine, Val-
de-Marne, Essonne and Yvelines.

J A M A I C A            S A I N T  L U C I A            A N T I G U A            B A H A M A S            G R E N A D A            B A R B A D O S

FOR MORE INFORMATION OR TO BOOK THE WORLD’S LEADING ALL-INCLUSIVE RESORTS
CONTACT FUNWAY   |   CALL 0208 290 9753   |   VISIT SANDALS4AGENTS.CO.UK

Book by 07 June 2016 for travel up to December 2017. Terms and conditions apply – visit sandals4agents.co.uk for more details.

Travel agents: Quote FUN2FOR1 at the point of booking to take advantage of any offer included within the 2 for 1 sale. Capped commission of 5% applies to all 2 for 1 bookings. 2 for 1 
bookings are not eligible for MoneyCard rewards.

Prices are per person based on two people sharing a room/suite for 7 nights and includes all savings, return flights from London in economy, all meals, land and water sports, transfers, tips 
and taxes. Prices are subject to availability and correct at time of distribution. ABTA: V000X / ATOL: 2853 / IATA: 91273442.

2 0 1 5

LUXURY INCLUDED® RESORT ROOM TYPE TRAVEL DATES PRICE

Sandals Halcyon Beach,
Saint Lucia Club Level 01 Sep – 20 Oct ‘16 £1,299PP

Sandals Ochi Beach 
Resort, Jamaica Butler Elite 04 Jan – 05 Feb ‘17

21 Feb – 16 Mar ‘17 £1,348PP

Sandals  Grande Antigua 
Resort & Spa, Antigua Club Level 31 Aug – 20 Oct ‘16 £1,445PP

Sandals LaSource Grenada 
Resort & Spa, Grenada Luxury 01 May – 23 Jun ‘17

01 Sep – 19 Oct ‘17 £1,469PP

Sandals Royal Bahamian 
Spa Resort & Offshore Island, 
Bahamas

Luxury 28 Aug – 13 Oct ‘16 £1,559PP

Sandals Barbados, Barbados Luxury 31 Aug – 20 Oct ‘16 £1,599PP

 I T ’ S  A L M O S T  O V E R  –  O N LY  4  DAYS  L E F T  T O  B O O K

newsbulletin

Travel the world for
less than it costs to

live in London
Research from Holiday
Hypermarket has revealed a
cheaper alternative than
living in London – travelling
the world dividing your time
between all-inclusive luxury
holiday resorts.
The results reveal that

it’s possible to spend a
whole year living between
all-inclusive resorts in
destinations such as
Tenerife, Greece, Cyprus,
Cape Verde and the
Dominican Republic, all for
£3,506 less than a more
stressful lifestyle back in
the capital.
The total living costs in

London comes to a yearly
total of £25,586.28 compared
with £22,080 for 24 14-night
all-inclusive holidays. 

Newly renovated 'Palace of Versailles' trains from SNCF 
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Fill in all the squares in the grid so that each row, column and each of the

3 x 3 squares contains the digits 1-9.
Once you have completed the puzzle, simply identify the numbers that relate

to the letters, A, B, C and D then e-mail the solution, with your name,

company name, and full postal address plus phone and ABTA number if

applicable to:

competition@travelbulletin.co.uk

Closing date for entries is Thursday, June 9th. Solution and new puzzle will

appear next week.

The winner for 20th May is Jane Savage, The Co-operative

Travel in Cambs.

May 20 Solution: A=8    B=9    C=1    D=4

Number: 022

Across 
1. Family-friendly P&O cruise ship (7)
6. Low-cost airline (7)
9. Former Olympic athlete, Lord ___ (3)
10. Greek Mount (5)
11. Blue ___ is the longest-running children's TV

show (5)
12. Tour operator specialising in escorted coach

tours and cruises (5)
14. French city (5)
16. Edinburgh airport code (3)
17. Maseru is the capital (7)
19. New West End musical based on a classic

Disney film (7)

Down 
1. BBC2 costume drama about the Sun King and

his palace (10)
2. Bronze in the sun (3)
3. This Greek citadel is a major tourist

attraction (9)
4. Well-known Berkshire racecourse (5)
5. Capital of the Cayman Islands (6,4)
7. Athens International airport code (3)
8. Country south of the equator (9)
13. Norwegian composer of Peer Gynt (5)
15. Polish airline (3)
18. Northern line tube station, ___ Street (3)

Fill in the crossword to reveal the mystery location highlighted by the green squares.

For the solution to the Crossword and Travagram? 
Please see page 26

Crossword

Su Doku

N
um

be
r: 

02
2

Win a £50 M&S voucher in the travelbulletin Su Doku prize puzzle

�A

�B

�C

�D

           S A I N T  L U C I A            A N T I G U A            B A H A M A S            G R E N A D A            B A R B A D O S

          
    |   CALL 0208 290 9753   |   VISIT SANDALS4AGENTS.CO.UK
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Manage Liner Fix
This f ive-star property in Madrid opened

in 1953 and is a member of The Leading

Hotels of the World. Famous guests have

included The Beatles, Cary Grant and 

Rita Hayworth.

TRAVAGRAM
SPONSORED BY 
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Industry
Insight by...

Fortune favours the brave by IAN
PRIOR, Westway Travel

Iam asked on a regular basis
‘Why is Westway Travel not
aligned to any consortium?’ 
We were members once, for 

a very long time, but my simple
reply now is that I haven’t found
a current consortium that ticks
all the boxes for what I believe 
a truly independent travel agent
should offer. 
Life isn’t always about the

bottom line. It’s about loyalty
and working with operators to
reach a common goal. That
common goal has to be 
a continual learning process in
how to survive in a very
completive market, yet still
offer high quality products.
However, what I see in
consortiums is that they
negotiate by fear, try to promote
national brands via generic
sales material – perhaps not
suited to the local market they
are in – and, the latest tactic,
provide members with the
opportunity to work as a tour
operator, therefore cutting out
the people with whom we have
spent years trying to build up

strong relationships. Surely if 
a client wants a DIY holiday,
they might as well do this from
the comfort of their own front
room? Either way, on a DIY
holiday, travellers will be
staying at hotels that no one
will have a direct relationship
with, and they will have no team
overseas to look after them
should a problem arise or, in
this day and age, a major event.
Working with experienced tour
operators has to be the way
forward.  
I agree: during the last ten

years, some of our chosen
operators didn’t get it right and,
whilst I believe that travel
agents have worth over and
above the online marketers, it is
not a 20% higher cost. Working
together, my operators have
now learnt to be competitive by
managing their overheads: they
are buying stock better, they
have invested in technology and
training, and they are providing
us with much more exciting
product ranges to sell.
Leading the way as an

alternative to consortium life is
an association of which I am 
a member: AITO. It is not a
consortium with an all-powerful
head office. It is a fellowship of
like-minded business partners
and, from my seat on the travel
agents’ panel, I can see that the
relationship between the
independent operator and the
independent travel agent is
getting stronger. It’s not perfect,
but we are learning about each
other’s businesses. We are
working on new training ideas
and we are encouraging
members to strike up bespoke
commercial agreements, where
both share in the return. I feel I
am allowed to maintain my true
independence, which allows me
to provide my clients with
honest, unbiased advice. As 
a side issue, my staff are
happier knowing that
pressurised directional selling
is a thing of the past. 
Consortiums work for some,

but sometimes fortune favours
the brave. I struck out on my
own five years ago and have
never felt more in control of my
own business.  
Send me an email if you want

to know more about my story – 
I will be pleased to help –
ianprior@westwaytravel.co.uk 

"Life isn’t always about the bottom line. It’s
about loyalty and working with operators to

reach a common goal"

bulletinbriefing

www.travelbulletin.co.ukJune 3 201612
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AS GROWTH and demand for Latin America continues to
rise, the Latin American Travel Association (LATA) has
created a new website to offer inspiring travel content,
essential travel information and the latest Latin American
travel news. 
LATA is made up of more than 275 companies including

tourism boards, airlines, hotels and tour operators.
Created with the help of LATA members, the new website
aims to bring Latin America to life with vibrant imagery

and inspiring itineraries. A 'Good to Know' section
provides tips on local food and drink, as well as the main
Latin American festivals and events.
With regular features such as 'Panama’s lesser known

sites', 'Colombia’s nine mouth-watering dishes' and the
'Natural wonders of Latin America', the news section
aims to entice visitors to the site with the many flavours
of Latin America.
For details see lata.org

newsbulletin

WHAT A DIAMOND...Lufthansa is celebrating 60 years of flights from Manchester reaching new
heights, with passenger figures for the first four months of 2016 showing a 4% growth compared
with the same period last year, meaning the airport is on target to hit the one million passengers
a year mark for 2016. Pictured joining in the musical celebrations to mark the diamond
anniversary are Rad Taylor (left holding the sign) from Manchester Airport and Christian
Schindler (third from right) from Lufthansa.

Flybe extends money-saving partnership with Disneyland Paris 
FLYBE HAS extended its exclusive partnership with Disneyland Paris for the popular ‘Kids Under 7 Go Free’ entry offer
after it drove significant passenger growth during the first quarter of the year.
Families wanting to take advantage of the holiday package offer, that includes flights into Paris Charles de Gaulle

from Birmingham, Cardiff, Doncaster Sheffield, Edinburgh, Exeter, London City, Manchester and Southampton, and
from Southampton to Paris Orly, can book through to June 29 via the Disneyland Paris website for travel up to and
including October 31.
Phillip Delaney, the airline's director of sales and marketing, said: “We're delighted to extend our relationship with

Disneyland Paris. It gives us the continued opportunity to enable families to enjoy affordable and fun holidays. To be
working with one of the world’s leading brands is a real mark of respect for Flybe and is also a sign of our significant
presence and commitment to the regional French market.”

UK AND EUROPEAN coach companies and
guide services can now offer real time
availability and direct bookings to International
Tour Operators and Group Travel Organisers
(GTOs) for the first time with the launch of
TripCenter.net 
The new system displays live availability of

all vehicles uploaded by the transport

companies, covering transfers, tours and
sightseeing plus guides and driver/guides,
with no up-front charges and an easy to
understand commission structure on
confirmed sales.
Membership to the cloud based platform is

free for tour operators, GTOs, Educational
Institutions and Corporate Houses.

Tripcenter.net launch offers new technology to industry 

New website from Latin American Travel Association aims to inspire visitors

Anantara Hoi An
Resort adds cruises
on Thu Bon River

ANANTARA HOI An Resort
has launched a new scenic
cruise on Hoi An’s Thu Bon
River, opening up one of
Asia’s most storied
waterways in a new way.
The daily one-hour

cruise, which departs
from the French colonial-
inspired resort, journeys
downstream under the
Cam Nam Bridge, past the
Ancient Town and its
markets and then
proceeds upstream along
Cam Kim Island and Kim
Bong carpentry village.
Offering a view into locals’
way of life on the river,
the boat turns at Cam
Nam Island and moves
downstream again past
the Thanh Nam fishing
village, wrapping up at the
resort’s riverside dock.
Cruises depart at 10:30

and 14:30 daily, with a
sunset cruise departing at
16:30 for guests of the
hotel, with prices from
US$8 per person.
Visit anantara.com for
more information.
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Bruce
Poon
Tip

What’s your most memorable
moment?
Being at the birth of my kids and
delivering my youngest child. They’re
now both 12 and 14. 

What is the last picture you took
on your phone?
It was a picture that I took on a truck
on safari in Africa.

What is the
strangest thing
you have ever
eaten? 
Mushy peas and
marmite.

How do you relax? 
By watching sports, especially live 
sports. 

What has been your most
extravangant purchase?
There have been a few. One of them
was a 6ft vase from Morocco that is
over 200 years old. It was ridiculously
expensive to buy and ship and now sits
behind my couch. 

Do you have any nicknames? 
The Captain and The Honey Badger.

What’s the best compliment
you’ve received?
When someone reads my book and says
that it somehow stayed with them and
inspired them in some way.

What’s your favourite quote?
“Love what you do and you’ll never
work a day in your life.”

What do you love about the
travel industry?
This might seem controversial but I love
that over the last decade travel has
become a more professional service. The
industry has changed but this has
weeded out the weak from the strong.
The ones that have survived are the
ones that offer a professional business. 

If you could change one thing in
the industry what would it be?
The push towards all-inclusive, as there
are no benefits from this locally. 

What's the best thing about
your job?
Creating opportunities for people to
grow and having the opportunity to
create a positive impact. 

What's a typical day like?
I get up to see the kids off to school
then catch up on Europe
communications and news. I then do
some exercise – usually either yoga or
running, before heading to the office
where I find myself doing interviews or
podcasts or talking on Skype. If I’m not
going to a sporting event in the evening
I’ll normally end up watching live
events on TV in between helping the
kids with their homework. In the late
evening I’ll catch up with 
Australasia communication. 

What is your top travel tip?
Never leave a country without sharing 
a meal with a local. We all share the
language of food and in every culture it
unites people. 

Where’s your next holiday to?
I’ve recently returned from Africa but
my next holiday is to Thailand. 

Where currently ranks highest
on your travel wish list?
Bath (in England) and New Orleans. 

Tell us something that most
people don’t know about you. 
I’m an introvert. I also have a ridiculous
collection of pens – about 1,000 of them. 

The industry has changed but this has weeded
out the weak from the strong“ ” www.travelbulletin.co.ukJune 3 201614

personalitybulletin

Founder, G Adventures
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Reduced fares on Cruise & Maritime Voyages’ 29-night August sailing
IN AUGUST this year Cruise & Maritime Voyages’ Marco Polo will follow a similar voyage to Canada to that made by the
vessel 50 years ago. 
Sailing from Glasgow to Greenock on August 26, the 29-night voyage goes via Newfoundland, Nova Scotia, Quebec, the

St Lawrence passage and Montreal, with reduced fares from £1,939 per person. Alternatively, passengers can depart from
Liverpool one day later for £1,869 per person based on an inner cabin for two people.
The ship, originally named Aleksandr Pushkin, crossed the Atlantic to Canada fifty years ago and sailed from the then

Leningrad, now St Petersburg, for Quebec and Montreal via Helsinki, Copenhagen and London Tilbury. This was the first
regular Russian transatlantic service since 1909 and it was the first to Canada.
The four-week cruise offers 17 days in total exploring Eastern Canada and includes visits to Newfoundland, Nova Scotia,

the St Lawrence river, Quebec and overnight in Montreal plus Saguenay. 

canada

Ottawa gears up for a star-studded summer of rock
OTTAWA WILL be staging a host of vibrant
music festivals this summer with some of
the biggest names from the world of pop,
folk and classical music in attendance.
Red Hot Chili Peppers, Pearl Jam and
Noel Gallagher will be amongst several
high-profile artists to play to locals and to
visitors wanting to make the most of the
city’s live music scene.
The TD Ottawa Jazz Festival returns for

its 36th edition at Confederation Park and
the National Arts Centre from June 22 to
July 3 (Visit ottawajazzfestival.com) with
the RBC Royal Bank Bluesfest taking place
July 7-17, which has expanded to become
the largest music festival in the region
attracting more than 300,000 people last
year. This year’s line-up features such
wide-ranging talent as Nelly, The
Monkees, Duran Duran, Noel Gallagher
and the Red Hot Chili Peppers. Visit
ottawabluesfest.ca 
For those interested in classical music,

the Ottawa International Chamber Music

Festival takes place July 21 to August 3.
The event, which is the largest of its kind
in the world, includes more than 100
concerts by renowned artists at venues
across downtown Ottawa. 
The festival kicks off with a performance

by the soprano Marie-Josée Lord at the
Dominion Chalmers United Church. In her
intimate new production, Femmes, the
Haitian-born Canadian uses music to
explore the ‘women who inhabit her, who
drive and inspire her’. Another highlight
will be a cross-cultural concert from the
Gryphon Trio, celebrating the 125th
anniversary of Ukrainian settlement in
Canada. Visit ottawachamberfest.com 
Dozens of other eclectic music festivals

and events are set to take place in the city
throughout the summer and also sees
indie-folk quartet Mumford & Sons perform
to nearly 20,000 fans at Ottawa's Canadian
Tire Centre on June 12, following Pearl Jam
who played at the same venue on May 8. 
For more information visit ottawatourism.ca

Sales advice from
Travel 2

TRAVEL 2 has reported that
Vancouver has proved to be
the most popular
destination in Canada for
bookings, with Toronto
being a close second.

Ross Sinclair, senior
product manager for the
operator, said: “Canada is
the perfect summer or
winter holiday destination.
Visitors can head to the
world famous ski
destination of Whistler in
the winter for a huge
variety of activities
including snowmobiling,
dog sledging as well as the
200 plus ski routes. Or
witness the breathtaking
Niagara Falls and search
for wild bears or whales on
wildlife tours.

“British travellers going
to Canada are now
required to have an eTA
(Electronic Travel
Authorisation), so agents
should be sure to tell their
clients to apply well in
advance of travel. The eTA
costs $7 Canadian dollars.”

The operator is able to
offer a wide variety of trips
to the destination, from
adrenaline filled
experiences, such as the
CN Tower with Edgewalk
or the Zodiac sightseeing
trip in Vancouver, to
extended wildlife trips that
take in the buzz of Calgary
during the Stampede.
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On the road with Destination Canada
AROUND 180 AGENTS attended the Destination Canada
Roadshow last month which was held in three locations.
Kicking off in Southampton at the Hilton at Ageas Bowl
last month before going onto Aspire in Leeds and The
Venue at Liverpool’s Royal Liver Building, evenings
began with 90 minutes of networking followed by a
dinner and Canada themed quiz. The top prize at each
event was a holiday to Canada.
Destination Canada’s regional partners from Yukon,

British Columbia, Whistler, Alberta, Manitoba, Ontario,
Ottawa, Quebec and the Atlantic Canada Tourism
Partnership were in attendance, plus Rocky Mountaineer,
Fairmont Hotels, Air Canada, British Airways, Westjet, Air
Transat and Insight Vacations. 

SuperBreak boosts Canada options
SUPERBREAK HAS expanded its product offering in Canada
as part of the ongoing development of its mid-haul short
break offering. 
Whilst the operator has always featured Canada in a

small way, the growth sees an increase of new hotels in key
destinations, plus additional flight options to allow agents
to create flight inclusive packages.  
In total 104 hotels are now available with a choice of

three-, four- and five-star options in locations such as
Toronto, Vancouver, Montreal, The Rockies, Niagara Falls,
Whistler, and Banff. Many key hotel brands are featured
that can be booked as hotel only or part of a full package
with a choice of durations and airlines such as Air Canada,
Iceland Air and Air Transat.
As an example of prices, a trip to Montreal costs from

£569 per person including four nights room-only at the
four-star Gouverneur Hotel Place Dupuis, with flights from
Heathrow plus a bag with Iceland Air based on a mid-
October departure. 
Alternatively, a trip to Toronto is priced from £535

including four nights room-only at the three-star Delta
Chelsea hotel and flights from Gatwick plus a bag with
Iceland Air, based on an early November departure.
For more information call 019-0443 6000 or visit
superbreak.com/agents

www.travelbulletin.co.ukJune 3 201616
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LOCATED A few blocks away from the city’s Parliament Buildings
and less than a mile from the ByWard Market district, the Alt Hotel
Ottawa is now open for business. The 148-room property is the
latest offering from Montreal-based group Germain Hospitalité
which specialises in a ‘no frills chic’ concept with an upscale feel
but year-round nightly flat rate. Dominating the lobby walls, the
installation called ALT Expo is composed of 9,000 colourful
photographs featuring iconic Canadian landscapes. For more
information visit althotels.com

IN CELEBRATION of its 20th anniversary this year, 1st
Class Holidays is offering savings of up to £500 per
couple on tailor-made holidays to Canada’s Rockies on
selected 2016 departures.
In order for bookings to be eligible for this saving,

agents need to book return flights from the UK, seven or
more nights’ accommodation, car or independent 
coach travel and a two day Rocky Mountaineer Journey
by June 25.
In addition, the company is giving agents the chance to

win a place on a fam trip to western Canada at the end
of September. All bookings that include return flights
with WestJet and at least seven nights ground
arrangements (hotel, car hire, RV rental or motorhome)
will be entered into a draw to win a place on the trip. All
bookings will be entered automatically so long as they
are confirmed by June 30.

1st Class Holidays offers up to £500
savings and a Canada fam trip 
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 Gold Medal promotes range of options for adventure & wildlife travellers 
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New Cabot Cliffs Gold Course in Nova Scotia opens for summer 2016
CABOT CLIFFS Golf Course, Canada's second true links course, is set to
officially open this weekend.
The course was designed by two-time Masters Champions Ben Crenshaw

and Bill Coore - who also designed its sister ocean-side course Cabot Links -
and will feature an unusual configuration of six par-threes, six par-fours and
six par-fives.
Located on Cape Breton Island in Atlantic Canada's Nova Scotia both

courses sit side-by-side and complement several existing 18-hole courses on
the island, making Nova Scotia a suitable golf destination.
The resort-style course will offer visitors luxury accommodation and

restaurants, so that golfers can enjoy the convenience of waking up and stepping straight out onto the green.
Covered in forested river canyons and mountain ranges, guests can also explore the island’s Cabot Trail, which

weaves through 366sq.m of highlands and coastal wilderness in northern Cape Breton; ideal for hiking, camping,
cycling and coastal drives.
The destination is a six hour flight from Heathrow to Halifax and daily direct flights are available throughout the summer.

For more information visit cabotlinks.com/golf/cabot-cliffs or novascotia.com  

CATERING TO adventure travellers and
to those with a passion for wildlife,
Canada has a large number of wildlife
spotting trips and lodges located in
prime wildlife locations. Visitors might
have the opportunity to spot grizzly
bears, moose, elk, deer or can travel
with Gold Medal to Manitoba to
witness wild polar bears up close on a
tundra buggy. Alternatively guests can
experience Eastern Canada on a wine
or culinary tour, or whilst in Vancouver
explore the city in a different way with
a craft beer tour. 
Emily Underhill, assistant product

manager for the operator, said: “If
guests are looking for a unique and
memorable activity in Canada the
‘Canadian Signature Experiences’
could be just what they are looking for.
These experiences give guests a real
insight into the destination’s true
character and beauty. There is a wide
selection of activities to choose from
including; wildlife encounters,
motorcycle tours, winery tours, scenic
viewing and touring Canada’s
landmarks.”
The company has reported that

destinations such as Banff and

Whistler have recently seen a big
increase in performance, whilst
Vancouver and Toronto consistently
remain the most requested.
Underhill continued: “Rocky

Mountaineer tours tend to be one of
the best sellers for us with the
extended tours being the most
popular. It’s a great way to explore
Canada due to the distance between
cities and experience the best of each
region. The famous sights are also a
popular seller, from the CN tower, to
the suspension bridge and the
Icefield Explorer Tour.”

ROCKY MOUNTAINEER and Stadler Rail Group have
announced a partnership to add ten new carriages to the
luxury rail company's fleet of glass domed GoldLeaf
coaches. Launching on rail routes in 2018, the new
custom-made carriages will be the first to be added to
the train in more than a decade.
Steve Sammut, president of the luxury tourist train,

said: “We are constantly looking for ways to improve our
guest experience, which is the core of our business. The
care and attention that has gone into every detail of this

carriage build is remarkable. We are focused on
redefining comfort for our guests. Stadler is a leader in
railcar engineering, and working with them allows us to
reinvent our most luxurious class of service from the
ground up.” 
The company is currently revitalising its entire fleet of

GoldLeaf and SilverLeaf carriages. Marking the largest
capital investment in the company’s 26 year history, the
new custom made bi-level glass domed carriages are the
first to be added since 2007. 

Rocky Mountaineer & Stadler Rail Group introduce new carriages for 2018
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For more information
please visit titanagents.co.uk

Book by 30 June 2016

£99
DEPOSIT

SAVE UP TO £600 PER PERSON
Maximum savings for early bookings

WINNER OF
25 AWARDS

EARLY BOOKING BONANZA
2017 IS ENDING SOON!

Titan’s unbeatable

Maximum early booking discounts on Titan’s 2017 holidays

WINNER OF
25 AWARDS

EARLY BOOKING 
BONANZA 2017

Titan's unbeatable

Maximum early booking discounts on your 2017 Titan holiday

DOOR-TO-DOOR
VIP transfers included 
free on every holiday

PRICES START 
FROM JUST £799pp

38 BRAND NEW TOURS
plus low and no 

single supplements

NEW - INTRODUCING MS SERENADE 1
Exclusive Titan river cruises from £899pp

SAVE UP TO £600 PER PERSON
Maximum discounts when you book early

N
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Book by 30 June 2016

£99
DEPOSIT

SECOND EDITION

ENDING SOON
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RAMBLERS WORLDWIDE Holidays recently launched
their new brochure with new holiday ideas for late
2016/17 and a new break to Canada.
The Great Lakes, Bays and Waterfalls of Ontario is a 15-day

holiday exploring some of the lesser known landscapes of
Canada on foot and canoe. The scenic journey takes travellers
in a loop around the southern corner of Ontario, following
Hudson Bay and heading inland to Algonquin Park. 
The adventure begins in Toronto, on the Northern shores of

Lake Ontario, with other highlights including Tobermory on the
Bruce Peninsular; Flowerpot Island – a national marine park;
Manitoulin Island; Killarney Provincial Park; walks and
canoeing on the lakes of Ontario; Huntsville; Algonquin
National Park; a tour of Lake Ontario; Niagara-on-the-Lake
and a Hornblower Cruise to Falls Basin.
Prices start from £3,055 per person including flights,

transfers, bed-and-breakfast accommodation, plus six
dinners, admission fees and the services of a tour leader.
Departures are from October 3.
Visit ramblersholidays.co.uk or call 017-0733 1133.

www.travelbulletin.co.ukJune 3 201620
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ALGONQUIN PROVINCIAL Park is the oldest provincial park in
Canada and a gateway to Ontario’s wilderness and wildlife.
Offering an alternative way to discover and engage with nature,
visitors can opt to take a canoe safari. The park offers more than
950 miles of rivers and canoe routes to paddle along, with the
chance to spot animals such as the iconic Canadian Moose.

Ramblers explores Ontario on foot

Saga explores ‘Canada in the Fall’ with
new 31-night cruise itinerary
SAGA SAPPHIRE’S ‘Canada in the Fall’ 31-night cruise takes
guests across the Atlantic to learn how the identities of
Quebec, Montreal and Halifax were forged whilst enjoying the
east coast’s autumnal colours. It also includes a new port of
call to the islands of St Pierre et Miquelon, which are among
North America’s oldest European settlements. 
The 720-passenger ship sails from Southampton on

September 15, 2017 to Ponta Delgada, on Sâo Miguel island,
in the Azores. Here guests can hike to the Fire Lake or travel
to the extinct volcano of Sete Cidades. The ship then sails on
to her first port of call in Canada, St John's, the oldest city in
North America. 
Corner Brook, at the mouth of the Humber River then

awaits in the Bay of Islands, 25 miles inland from the Gulf of
St. Lawrence, and from Havre-St-Pierre guests can discover
Minganie, a 225-mile coastline dotted with picturesque
villages. The Mingan Archipelago National Park is a popular
destination, with the opportunity for a boat trip to one of the
many unique islands. 
Sept-Îles is the cradle of the Innu community and is a port

of call that takes travellers away from the mainstream
tourism destinations. Visitors can then admire Saguenay,
surrounded by three National Parks and view the majestic
fjord. Saguenay is also a centre for gastronomy and noted for
its cafés, bars and exclusive shops. Clients can also take in
the live La Fabuleuse Cultural Show, a stage show with
approximately 120 local actors and a host of animals.
The ship then sails on to Quebec City, Trois-Rivières, with

an overnight stay in Montreal followed by a visit to Baie-
Commeau and then Gaspé. Halifax, the capital of Nova
Scotia, is the last port of call. 
The trip is priced from £6,139 and includes all meals and

entertainment, a choice of table wines at lunch and dinner,
afternoon tea, 24-hour room service, welcome cocktail party,
unlimited tea and coffee in selected venues, free Wi-Fi
internet, all on-board gratuities, porterage, free shuttle bus
to nearest town centre (whenever possible and when the ship
is berthed more than 500 yards away), optional travel
insurance and additional cancellation rights, or a discount if
passenger has own insurance. This is based on two people
sharing the lowest available inside cabin and includes any
relevant booking discount. 
For details visit saga.co.uk/cruises 

Niagara Falls
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The York Dungeon has re-opened following a £1million investment, with the launch of a new show: Vengeance of the Vikings. For
details see thedungeons.com/york

MONARCH HAS launched its new trade website, monarchagents.co.uk, providing agents with access to the full range
of Monarch holidays, hotels and flights, completing the group's move to a single brand strategy.
The holiday section of the new site has been designed to reflect the needs and requirements of agents, and many

of the features reflect feedback that the group has received. 
The site enables agents to search and refine against a much wider series of holiday options. It allows the

selection of multiple airports and destinations, as well as navigation between various options including resort,
price, departure date and board basis. It also has a revised late deals function which allows agents to filter
against a series of options, according to the needs of their customer.
The group's tour operations sales director, Gary Anslow, said: “The design and functionality of the holiday section

of the new site is fundamentally different to our existing site. We launched monarchagents.co.uk to a selected
number of agents a few weeks ago, with a view to getting 'live' feedback ahead of a full launch. We are delighted with
the response we have had so far – the new functionality has been really well received and we have seen a good uplift
in sales from those agents using the new site.
“The majority of the holidays we sell are booked online, so it’s critical that we provide agents with all of the

options and alternatives they might require in order to present to their customers – we feel the new site does this.”
The group’s existing site, cosmosagents.co.uk, will continue to operate alongside the new one for a short period

until it is withdrawn, and agents’ login credentials are the same for both sites. 

dynamicpackaging

MILLENNIALS ARE the most likely to put themselves at
risk of sky high medical bills by not taking out travel
insurance, according to new research by ABTA.
The association has discovered that people aged 18-

34, who have holidayed abroad in the past 12 months,
are the least likely of all age groups to take out cover,
with 31% taking a trip abroad uninsured. Worryingly,
only 16% of this age group strongly agreed that travel
insurance is important for any holiday, regardless of
whether it is abroad or in the UK, far below the national
average of 26%.
The top reason cited for not buying travel insurance

among younger people who had travelled without it is the
belief that they don’t need it; this was true for 46% of 18-
34 year olds. Despite the wide reporting of incidents
abroad which leave travellers with huge medical bills, 38%
of millennials said that it was a risk they were prepared to
take, while one in five stated they forgot to buy insurance.
Confusion about European Health Insurance Cards

(EHIC) remains among 18-34 year olds; a quarter of those
who had travelled now think they don’t need insurance in

Europe when travelling with an EHIC, compared to 22%
in a similar survey last year. They are also the most likely
of age groups to think travel insurance is unnecessary
because the government will pay for their treatment if
they become ill abroad, with one in ten expecting it
would do so.
Mark Tanzer, chief executive for ABTA, said, “As we

head into the summer season, it is worrying to see
younger people continuing to travel abroad without
appropriate insurance, as well as a growing lack of
awareness about the function of an EHIC card. Every year,
we see cases of young people falling into difficulty after
travelling without insurance. The risks being undertaken
are great, and the costs of not being insured could be
many thousands of pounds.”
The association is encouraging all consumers to take

out insurance at the time of booking their holiday. This
means they are covered should they need to cancel
before they travel, for reasons such as family
bereavement, pregnancy or jury service, avoiding costly
cancellation fees.

New trade website from Monarch completes group’s move to single brand 

ABTA research reveals nearly a third of millennials travelled uninsured
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Party packages from Attraction World 
ATTRACTION WORLD is highlighting a selection of party
packages that feature its lowest prices. 
Prices in Agia Napa, Ibiza, Kavos, Malia and Zante start

from £99 per person and include various bonuses such as
a free cocktail or an exclusive upgrade on a VIP Yacht
party. In Bulgaria's Sunny Beach, prices start from £59,
while a party package in Magaluf starts from £169 and
includes a free t-shirt. 
For further information or to book see attractionworld.com 

www.travelbulletin.co.ukJune 3 201622
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THE NEWLY opened ‘Royal Mint Experience’ attraction near
Cardiff gives visitors a behind-the-scenes look at the world of
coins. Visitors will get the chance to strike their own coin during
the factory tour – a special edition commemorative 2016 ‘round
pound’, the last to be struck this year as it will be phased out to
make way for a new 12-sided coin in 2017. Open daily from 09:30
to 18:30, excluding December 25-26 and January 1, tickets are
available from royalmint.com/experience 

Flybe’s regional French routes take off at Birmingham Airport
FLYBE HAS launched flights to three new French routes - Nantes, Rennes-Saint-
Jacques and Limoges - from Birmingham Airport, forming part of the airline’s expanded
summer 2016 programme. 
Five flights per week now depart to the historic port city of Nantes on the Loire River

in western France until October 29, while flights to Rennes, the capital city of Brittany,
operate four times weekly until September 25.
Flights to Limoges (a popular destination for fishing, horse-riding, golf and mountain

biking) depart twice weekly until October 29. 
William Pearson, aviation development director at Birmingham Airport, said: “We are

confident that these new French routes will be extremely popular with our business and
leisure passengers over the summer months. Regional France was relatively unserved
from Birmingham until these flights started and so we think there will be high demand
for seats."
Seats are on sale now at flybe.com from £32.99 one-way including taxes and charges.

Debut Quebec flights
with Air Transat

AIR TRANSAT has
launched Scotland’s
newest route with a
service from Glasgow
Airport to Montreal (Pierre
Trudeau Airport).
The new weekly flight

runs until October 2 and
connects the province of
Quebec to Scotland for the
first time. 
Return Economy Class

fares from Glasgow to
Montreal start from £300
per person.
The carrier's UK and

Ireland sales director,
Lesley Kane, said: “This is
an exciting link for Air
Transat as we establish the
first ever air link between
Scotland and Quebec.
Montreal is home to Air
Transat and to connect
directly to our founding city
is an excellent opportunity
for developing new leisure
tourism opportunities."
For more information or to
book visit airtransat.co.uk

SuperBreak adds Hard
Rock dining options

SUPERBREAK HAS added
ten new Hard Rock Café
dining options in a range of
cities across Europe. 
These can be added to

any booking to help
agents create short break
packages. Destinations
currently available
include Amsterdam,
Brussels, Copenhagen,
Edinburgh, Glasgow,
London, Manchester,
Nice, Vienna and Paris.
A set Gold Menu can be

booked which includes 
a starter, choice of main
and ice-cream desert,
plus a soft drink or tea
and coffee. Offering all
day dining, these options
are available most days of
the week and offer
priority seating. Prices
start from £15.50 per
person, based on dining
at Hard Rock Café Vienna.
For more information call
01904-436000 or visit
superbreak.com/agents
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SONEVA HAS revealed details of its newest resort,
Soneva Jani, opening in October in the Maldives.  

Set within a 5.6km private lagoon with uninterrupted
360° views of the Indian Ocean, the brand’s newest
luxury resort offering will comprise of 24 water villas
and one island villa, with additional island villas planned
at a later stage.

Each water villa has a private pool and opens to its
own stretch of lagoon, with some villas featuring slides
going directly from the top deck into the lagoon below. A

highlight of the villas is a retractable roof in the master
bedroom, which slides back so that guests can lie in bed
and stargaze. 

The resort will also include a spa, dive centre,
observatory, children’s den, an Eco Centro, organic
gardens and an outdoor Cinema Paradiso. The cinema
will be the first ‘silent cinema’ in the Maldives, as guests
will be given Bluetooth earphones to watch movies so as
not to disturb the nesting wildlife in the area. 
For more information visit soneva.com

luxury

Soneva reveals details of its newest Maldives resort opening in October 

Hideaway Beach
Resort & Spa launches

tennis academy
HIDEAWAY BEACH Resort
& Spa in the Maldives has
launched its new Tennis
Academy by Nikolay
Davydenko. The five-star
resort is offering all guests
the opportunity to train
with professional coaches
on new courts, with an
introductory one hour free
lesson during their stay.
Tennis lessons are

offered to all guests,
whether beginner or
advanced, with any
additional classes or
coaching priced from
US$40 per hour for one
person and $50 per hour
for two. Group lessons of
three to five people will
cost $15 per person. The
resort also offers 
a Lobster tennis ball
machine lesson with 
a coach at $60 per person
based on a group of one to
five people, with additional
programmes for children
aged five – eight. Prices
start from $20 per child
for a 30 minute lesson.
For further information visit
hideawaybeachmaldives.com

A NEW ‘flying boat’ experience has been introduced at the five-star MARITIM Resort and Spa in
Mauritius. The ‘sea to sky’ trip takes in the waters of Turtle Bay, the historical ‘Ruins of
Balaclava’ and the waters of the Indian Ocean from the air. Available for adults and guests over
12 years old (with signed parental consent), each trip is for one person, takes around 15 minutes
and costs approximately £35 per person. 

InterContinental looks to the future of luxury travel
MARKING ITS 70-year anniversary, InterContinental Hotels Group has teamed up with Fortune
500 specialist futurist, Faith Popcorn, to predict the future of luxury travel.

The travel trends report focuses on guest experience, service, destinations as well as hotel
design and places Virtual Reality (VR) escapism and immersive brand experiences as key
elements which will shape service and guest experiences in the future of luxury travel.

Futurist, Faith Popcorn, said: "Consumers will be craving immersive experiences which will
allow them to indulge in luxury in both a physical and a virtual sense. By harnessing VR and the
constant flow of personal likes, dislikes and bio-data, hotels will be able to provide guests with
once in-a-lifetime experiences seamlessly and spontaneously—or so it will seem.” 

Examples of some of the predictions include: VR technology that will enable real-time sharing
of adventure and luxury among friends or family who are spread around the world; hotels
partnering with fashion brands to sponsor guests’ inroom wardrobes, complete with 3D printed
designer clothing and customisation to suit personal tastes based on online shopping habits,
size and local weather conditions; and, as luxury becomes more accessible, an increased
demand from consumers for more extreme and un-attainable experiences facilitated by hotels
with game-like environments for fantasy escapes.

With 70% of the world’s population estimated to be urban by 2050, the design and structure of
luxury hotels is also expected to change with brands set to adopt new architectural solutions
such as ‘building down’, to fit to the changing landscape. The report suggests that VR will evolve
interior design so that it can be tailored by guests, and luxury travel will offer access to never-
before-explored locations and immersive experiences. As an example it predicts that guests will
be able to design spaces specifically tailored to their personal aesthetics and needs, from
customisable holographic wall art to fully adjustable interior design.

Currently the hotel group is developing the Songjiang Quarry Hotel in China. Built in a 90m
deep quarry outside of Shanghai, the hotel boasts cascading waterfalls, extreme sport facilities
such as bungee jumping and rock climbing, underwater bedrooms and plans to power the
luxury resort with geothermal and solar energy. 
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Funway launches ‘Once-in-a-lifetime’ campaign following surge in luxury demand
FUNWAY HOLIDAYS has reported a
17% rise in bookings for luxury
holidays compared to last year. In
response to this trend the operator
has launched a new campaign called
‘Once-In-a-Lifetime Holidays’
targeting customers looking to 
have that something extra special on
their holiday.   

Rebecca Evans, senior marketing
executive for the operator,
commented: “We are seeing strong
forward bookings for the luxury and

all-inclusive sectors, which have both
done well in recent years. Choosing
the perfect holiday is a lot like dress
shopping. The little black dresses of
travel are always great, but every
once in a while, you need to indulge
in a little couture and have rounded
up some dream adventures in our 
new campaign.”

As a sample of packages, ‘Orlando
In Style’ offers seven nights in
Orlando staying in a Platinum Villa
from £619 per person. The Platinum

Villas offer more in the way of
comfort and luxury and are located in
some of Orlando’s top villa
communities, with the star attraction
of a private screened pool. The price
includes flights with Virgin Atlantic
from Heathrow and based on a
November 7 departure.

Other destinations included in the
new campaign are Orlando, Mexico,
Barbados and Dominican Republic.   
Visit funway4agents.co.uk for 
more information.
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Fairmont expands luxury portfolio with
new Morocco & Saudi Arabia hotels
FAIRMONT HOTELS & Resorts has recently announced the
signing of two new luxury hotel developments in Morocco
and the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia.

The two new projects include Fairmont Taghazout Bay,
Morocco and Fairmont Al Khobar, Saudi Arabia, which are
both scheduled to open before 2020. 

Sami Nasser, senior vice president of operations in the
Middle East, Africa and India for the company, commented:
“The market for luxury accommodation in Morocco and
Saudi Arabia is growing at a rapid pace and we are happy to
increase our presence and our commitment to these
dynamic regions.”
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NEW FROM Taber Holidays for summer 2016 is a fly-drive
holiday exploring the west and north of Iceland. 

The luxury eight-night ‘West And North Iceland Explorer’
motoring tour takes in Iceland’s scenery with the opportunity
for travellers to stop off at long beaches, rock formations,
lava fields, craters, geothermal areas, Europe’s most
powerful waterfall and pretty fishing villages. Guests will also
have the chance to see birdlife and go whale watching. 

Accommodation is in the Siglo Hotel, a new hotel
surrounding the mountains and marina in Iceland’s
northernmost town Siglufjördur. Guests will also stay in the
Hotel Budir set on the edge of the Snæfellsjökull National
Park, as well as the new Hotel Laxá in Mývatn, which
opened in 2014.

Prices are from £2,185 per person, which includes flights
from Heathrow to Keflavik, transfers, car hire with unlimited
mileage and breakfast accommodation and a three-course
meal, apart from Reykjavik, which is bed-and-breakfast only.
Departures are daily from May 1 to September 30 with
alternative regional departures also available. 
For more information see taberhols.co.uk

Taber Holidays visits west and north Iceland with new eight-night fly/drive tour

Thailand’s Samujana unveils Villa 24
SAMUJANA HAS unveiled its most expansive villa yet at
Koh Samui in Thailand, Villa 24.

Occupying what was originally planned as two plots,
the eight-bedroom property is the largest on the estate
and offers uninterrupted sea views to capture both
sunrise and sunset, with panoramas of the Gulf of
Thailand and some of Koh Samui’s most iconic
landmarks including Big Buddha and the neighbouring
island of Koh Phangan. 

The new property features two designer kitchens built
specifically for group entertaining, a private in-house
cinema, infinity pool, a fully-equipped private gym,
outdoor dining sala, Jacuzzi and games room. 

The villa also features a state-of-the-art sound system
to provide curated, themed music for different moods and
private in-villa activities range from yoga and Muay Thai
boxing lessons to in-villa dining hosted by top chefs. The
resort has also partnered up with one of the islands’
leading wellness experts, Amrita, to provide a range of
luxury detox and slimming programmes available in the
privacy of the villas. 
Visit samujana.com for more information.
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We asked our staff the following question this week:

What (and where) was the last restaurant you visited?

Across: 1. VENTURA, 6. RYANAIR, 9. COE, 10. ATHOS, 11. PETER, 12. LEGER, 14. LILLE, 16. EDI, 17. LESOTHO, 19. ALADDIN. 
Down: 1. VERSAILLES, 2. TAN, 3. ACROPOLIS, 4. ASCOT, 5. GEORGE TOWN, 7. ATH, 8. AUSTRALIA, 13. GRIEG, 15. LOT, 18. OLD. 

Highlighted Word: TAHITI

Travagrams?: Gran Melia Fenix 

puzzlesolutions

Cap Maison introduces ‘Sunset Moments’
THE BOUTIQUE resort of Cap Maison has introduced a new
‘Sunset Moments’ package allowing guests to experience the
magic of the St Lucia sunset to the fullest.

Set atop a private ocean-front bluff, the resort boasts unobstructed
views overlooking Pigeon Island National Park and the neighbouring
island of Martinique. As part of the new ‘Sunset Moments’ package
guests can enjoy a  scenic walk to Pigeon Island viewpoint with nibbles
and drinks provided, to watch the sunset in a blaze of colours across
the island’s Northwest coastline. 

Also offered as part of the package, is a sunset cruise aboard the
resort’s luxury 46ft Sea Ray motor yacht for views of the sun sinking
into the clear blue waters and sunset cocktails and nibbles served on
Rock Maison, a private wooden deck built on a rocky outcropping
surrounded on three sides by the sea. In addition guests can enjoy 
a couple’s spa treatment at the resort’s own spa followed by a private
sunset cocktail. 
Visit capmaison.com or call 020-8977 6099 for further details.

luxury
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Cap Maison
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BERMUDA
Hamilton Princess  
& Beach Club  RO

FREE NIGHT OFFER

7 nights from £1,921pp

Departs Gatwick 1 Oct

5030

PRIVATE
TRANSFERS 
INCLUDED

Call 0800 008 7288   
www.classic-collection.co.uk

MALLORCA
5  Puravida Resort 
Blau Port Petro  B&B

REDUCED RATES

7 nights from £959pp

Departs Gatwick 21 Jun

LANZAROTE
5  Princesa Yaiza Suite 
Hotel & Resort B&B

JUNIOR SUITE OFFER

7 nights from £989pp

Departs Gatwick 3 Oct

FUERTEVENTURA
5  Gran Hotel Atlantis 
Bahia Real  B&B

EARLY BOOKING OFFER
Book before 31 May

7 nights from £1,099pp

Departs Gatwick 12 Sep

CRETE
5  St Nicolas Bay 
Resort Hotel & Villas B&B

REDUCED RATES

7 nights from £1,539pp

Departs Gatwick 20 Jul

CRETE
5  Radisson Blu 
Beach Resort
HB

7 nights from £859pp

Departs Gatwick 12 Sep

ANY AIRPORT  I  ANY AIRLINE  I  ANY DURATION

per couple per week

SAVE
£750

per couple per week

SAVE
£320

per couple per week

SAVE
£246

BEST
PRICE

per couple per week

SAVE
£101

per couple per week

SAVE
£176

a�orda�e luxury 
SUMMER SAVINGS
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